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QUESTION 1

When a user is detaching an EBS volume from a running instance and attaching it to a new instance, which of the below
mentioned options should be followed to avoid file system damage? 

A. Unmount the volume first 

B. Stop all the I/O of the volume before processing 

C. Take a snapshot of the volume before detaching 

D. Force Detach the volume to ensure that all the data stays intact 

Correct Answer: A 

When a user is trying to detach an EBS volume, the user can either terminate the instance or explicitly remove the
volume. It is a recommended practice to unmount the volume first to avoid any file system damage. 

 

QUESTION 2

A DevOps engineer has been tasked with ensuring that all Amazon S3 buckets, except for those with the word "public"
in the name, allow access only to authorized users utilizing S3 bucket policies. The security team wants to be notified
when a bucket is created without the proper policy and for the policy to be automatically updated. 

Which solutions will meet these requirements? 

A. Create a custom AWS Config rule that will trigger an AWS Lambda function when an S3 bucket is created or
updated. Use the Lambda function to look for S3 buckets that should be private, but that do not have a bucket policy
that enforces privacy. When such a bucket is found, invoke a remediation action and use Amazon SNS to notify the
security team. 

B. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that triggers when an S3 bucket is created. Use
an AWS Lambda function to determine whether the bucket should be private. If the bucket should be private, update the
PublicAccessBlock configuration. Configure a second EventBridge (CloudWatch Events) rule to notify the security team
using Amazon SNS when PutBucketPolicy is called. 

C. Create an Amazon S3 event notification that triggers when an S3 bucket is created that does not have the word
"public" in the name. Define an AWS Lambda function as a target for this notification and use the function to apply a
new default policy to the S3 bucket. Create an additional notification with the same filter and use Amazon SNS to send
an email to the security team. 

D. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that triggers when a new object is created in a
bucket that does not have the word "public" in the name. Target and use an AWS Lambda function to update the
PublicAccessBlock configuration. Create an additional notification with the same filter and use Amazon SNS to send an
email to the security team. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is web identity federation? 
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A. Use of an identity provider like Google or Facebook to become an AWS IAM User. 

B. Use of an identity provider like Google or Facebook to exchange for temporary AWS security credentials. 

C. Use of AWS IAM User tokens to log in as a Google or Facebook user. 

D. Use of AWS STS Tokens to log in as a Google or Facebook user. 

Correct Answer: B 

Users of your app can sign in using a well-known identity provider (IdP) ?such as Login with Amazon, Facebook,
Google, or any other OpenID Connect (OIDC)-compatible IdP, receive an authentication token, and then exchange that
token for temporary security credentials in AWS that map to an IAM role with permissions to use the resources in your
AWS account. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles_providers_oidc.html 

 

QUESTION 4

What storage driver does Docker generally recommend that you use if it is available? 

A. zfs 

B. btrfs 

C. aufs 

D. overlay 

Correct Answer: C 

After you have read the storage driver overview, the next step is to choose the best storage driver for your workloads. In
making this decision, there are three high-level factors to consider: If multiple storage drivers are supported in your
kernel, Docker has a prioritized list of which storage driver to use if no storage driver is explicitly configured, assuming
that the prerequisites for that storage driver are met: If aufs is available, default to it, because it is the oldest storage
driver. However, it is not universally available. 

Reference: https://docs.docker.com/engine/userguide/storagedriver/selectadriver/ 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is implementing a well-architected design for its globally accessible API stack. The design needs to ensure
both high reliability and fast response times for users located in North America and Europe. 

The API stack contains the following three tiers: 

1.

 Amazon API Gateway 

2.

 AWS Lambda 
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3.

 Amazon DynamoDB 

Which solution will meet the requirements? 

A. Configure Amazon Route 53 to point to API Gateway APIs in North America and Europe using health checks.
Configure the APIs to forward requests to a Lambda function in that Region. Configure the Lambda functions to retrieve
and update the data in a DynamoDB table in the same Region as the Lambda function. 

B. Configure Amazon Route 53 to point to API Gateway APIs in North America and Europe using latency- based routing
and health checks. Configure the APIs to forward requests to a Lambda function in that Region. Configure the Lambda
functions to retrieve and update the data in a DynamoDB global table. 

C. Configure Amazon Route 53 to point to API Gateway in North America, create a disaster recovery API in Europe, and
configure both APIs to forward requests to the Lambda functions in that Region. Retrieve the data from a DynamoDB
global table. Deploy a Lambda function to check the North America API health every 5 minutes. In the event of a failure,
update Route 53 to point to the disaster recovery API. 

D. Configure Amazon Route 53 to point to API Gateway API in North America using latency-based routing. Configure
the API to forward requests to the Lambda function in the Region nearest to the user. Configure the Lambda function to
retrieve and update the data in a DynamoDB table. 

Correct Answer: B 
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